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25 yards

25 yards

1st stAGE OF DEVELOPMENt - PLAYERs AGE 3-5 YEARs

goalS galoRE 2
stAGEs COVERED BY ACtIVItY 
Stages 1, 2 & 3 - 3-11 year old players

tHEMEs & COMPEtENCIEs
Theme: 

 + Dribbling
 + Ball mastery.
 + 1v1 Attacking and Defending
 + Shooting at an unopposed goal

Competencies: 
 + Turns and feints- basic
 + Dribbling basics
 + Fundamental movement skills
 + Beating and escaping an opponent
 + Basic shooting technique

WHY UsE It
Adding goals to practice sessions adds 
realism in the eyes of players and parents – it 
is the real game.  Finishing a practice session 
with scoring goals is a perfect conclusion. 

sEt UP
25 x 25 yard area.  At least 1 ball per player. 4 
teams each with 3 players.  4 sets of colored 
vests.  2 small goals placed back to back and 
facing the outside of the area.  Leave a 2 yard 
space between the goals.

HOW tO PLAY
2 teams of 3 players stand at each end of the 
grid facing each other.  To maximize the time 
each player has participating, two parents/
coaches start the game at the same time 
from each end.  The coach kneels between 
the two lines with a pile of balls.  2 balls are 
rolled out into the area by the coach - first 
player from each line runs out to collect 1 ball 
before scoring.  After a couple of attempts, 
change the pairings.  Award 1 point to the 
first player to score in either goal.  The 
third evolution involves 1 ball and 2 players 
competing to score.  The final adaptation 
is to include the players from all 4 teams to 
compete for 1 or 2 balls.

COACHING NOtEs
 + Coaching objectives – To eventually create 
1v1 attacking and defending scenarios.

 + Coaching tip – To avoid disappointment, 
instruct the player scoring to return to 
their line and roll out another ball for the 
2nd player to score an uncontested goal 
– everyone scores every time!

 + Adaptations – Once the players have 
learned a few moves/turns, instruct the 
players that before scoring they have to 
perform a move – such as a ‘inside cut’. 

 + Each coach now serves 1 ball into the area.
 + Give both players an opportunity to score.

 + The players must perform a move before scoring.

 + 2 teams at each end face each other with a coach between.
 + Coach serves 2 balls and each players attempts a shot.
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